
TREATMENT OF WOMEN IN SHAKESPEARE

Here's how Shakespeare presented women in his plays and what this says about Women in power are treated with
distrust by Shakespeare.

Certainly Desdemona's very much feminised qualities of passivity, softness and obedience are no match for
Othello's masculine qualities of dominance, aggression and authority. James Hill similarly says of the heroines
of the tragedies that we are not shown 'their inner lives' or their 'inner conflicts'. In fact, court masques often
exposed the female body, giving the invited audience visible proof of the difference between the noblewomen
and the cross-dressed boys who acted alongside them and took the speaking roles that the silent women were
denied. Hamlet shows no respect towards his mother. You are the lord of my duty, I am hitherto your
daughter. In most cases, they are socially restricted and unable to explore the world around them without
chaperones. Photograph of Mark Rylance in Olivia costume in Shakespeare's Globe's production of Twelfth
Night, Mark Rylance plays Olivia in a modern return to the original practice of all-male casting. Also I will
look at Hamlets madness, whether it was real or not and also whether women could be the cause of it.
Lower-born women were allowed more freedom in their actions precisely because they are seen as less
important than higher-born women. Shakespeare shows Desdemona's behaviour in her relationship with
Othello before the marriage to be slightly manipulative also. There are only two female characters in the play
Hamlet - Gertrude, Hamlet's mother and Ophelia, daughter of Polonius. Desdemona by her cleverness thus
appears obedient in her disobedience. Bernard Partridge: This material is in the Public Domain. The play
originally was written for the Jacobean audience of Shakespeare's time, but since then has taken on many other
readings. Thus when Hamlet murders her father, Ophelia enters a double realm of guilt, believing herself to be
to blame for both Hamlet's madness and her father's death. I believe that Shakespeare because of his
extraordinary genius for portraying human behaviour, necessarily depicted the condition of women within a
patriarchal system and created women characters which in their richness, transcend the limitations of his time.
Her sexual power over men is conveyed boldly, for example, in her descriptions of her former conquests 'great
Pompey' and 'Broad-fronted Caesar'. Continue Reading. Ophelia's feeling of guilt is reinforced by Polonius's
insistence to King Claudius: But Yet I do believe The origin and commencement of this grief Sprung from
neglected love Polonius's conviction, in which one can't help believing, stems from a mercenary desire to
marry his daughter off to such an eligible husband as the prince of Denmark, rather than a genuine belief in his
daughter's role in causing Hamlet's madness. Through death Cleopatra not only transcends the world of
oppression and fate, but embraces her death as a positive act rather than as an act of negation: My desolation
does begin to make a better life. To you I am bound, for life and education. His plays showed the difference in
expectations between upper and lower class women of the time.


